
Dr Kunal Sutaria, December ROM

1) My favorite memory would definitely be making the 
Christmas tree for the teaching teams with my upper 
level! 
2) I’d want to be a college football analyst.
3) Definitely watching Christmas movies and putting 
up the Christmas tree with my family.
4) I’d have to go with a pterodactyl.. JK, it’s obviously 
a T rex because they’re awesome.
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Learn more about your favorites!
1) What was your favorite memory from December A / B? 
2) If you weren’t a doctor, what would you be?
3) What New  Years resolution did you stick to the longest?
4) What is your favorite zoo animal?

Dr Adrian Alonso, December ROM
1) Hanging out with the legends on Christmas Day, 
Jordan Turetsky and Sam Koenisburg, watching the
Chiefs game in the team room, and getting Chinese
food later with some co-residents.
2) Marine biology! I went to Belize once to 
count corals and fish- it’s awesome.

3) I’m bad at resolutions, but the one I try
to do is reach out to family and friends 
from back home weekly to stay in touch.
4) There’s this one red panda I saw in the zoo– it was so 
cuddly. I like it because it was unique and clumsy. 

1) Watching Christmas movies in
the MGI team room.

2) A biotech entrepreneur.
3) Embracing the chaos of school /  

residency.
4) A cheetah because I have been 

dubbed “Nikita the cheetah” from 
cross country / track.

Daddy Patty rings in the New Year 
by cleaning multiple team rooms.

Our new intern class arrives. 
Gainesville gets a little brighter! 

Another fellowship match in the
books. Lots of claps to our PGY3s!

Football season begins, UF IM 
dresses in orange and blue.

Things get spooky. Residents
show off their creative costumes.

2023 comes to a close and holiday 
cheer is at its prime with UF IM!

Residents take full advantage of 
the summertime Florida sunshine.

The Southeast is graced with the
presence of Taylor Swift.

2023 graduation– heartfelt 
goodbyes and lots of celebration!

Hurricane Idalia hits. VA residents 
have a stormy slumber party.

Interns hang with Albert the  
Gator at the UF baseball game.

Spring approaches and residents 
venture out to enjoy the warmth.

We <3 our neuro prelims! Soaking in every word Free food at its finest Dr Taha holds a heart

Chiefs deliberating pizza 

Photo op with our pre-chief NC talk led by Dr Hall

Kat being an athlete 

Interns ready for Gasparilla! Butler plaza walksSweetwater @ night

Yasmeen braves the snow Guess who’s cups? Pineapple fountain Misty beach biking

Friday night sushi

Savannah BasilicaOur fav coupleSullivan’s Island morningsAhoy <3 <3

Wedding-crashing tourists

Dr Hanna the explorer

Hares’ record speed meme Christmas lights til Jan.

We love a good rhyme

Paparazzi shots of Rex

Iain receives an award!

Swamp sunrisesLargest oak in the SEDiet Dr P alwaysMoonlighting essentials Secretly pickle ball pros 

Take a look at some of the highlights from 2023 :)

IOM / ROM

Happy New Year!

Dec B
MGI

The SPARKLING Zeke Menefee

Ft. Drs Nikita Shah, Sheon Baby, Zohaib Ijaz, & Lyle Miller


